A new definition of Embedded Push-Down Automata is provided. We prove this new definition preserves the equivalence with tree adjoining languages and we provide a tabulation framework to execute any automaton in polynomial time with respect to the length of the input string.
Introduction
Embedded Push-Down Automata (EPDA) were defined in (Vijay-Shanker, 1988) as an extension of Push-Down Automata that accept exactly the class of Tree Adjoining Languages. They can also be seen as a level-2 automata in a progression of linear iterated pushdowns involving nested stacks (Weir, 1994 ). An EPDA consists of a finite state control, an input tape and a stack made up of non-empty stacks containing stack symbols. A transition can consult the state, the input string and the top element of the top stack and then change the state, read a character of the input string and replace the top element by a finite sequence of stack elements to give a new top stack, and new stacks can be placed above and below the top stack. EPDA can describe parsing strategies for tree adjoining grammars in which adjunctions are recognized top-down. The same kind of strategies can be described in strongly-driven 2-stack automata (de la Clergerie & Alonso Pardo, 1998) and linear indexed automata (Nederhof, 1999) , which has associated tabulation frameworks allowing those automata to be executed in polynomial time with respect to the size of the input string. In this paper we propose a redefinition of EPDA in order to provide a tabulation framework for this class of automata.
EPDA without states
Finite-state control is not a fundamental component of push-down automata, as the current state in a configuration can be stored in the top element of the stack of the automaton (Lang, 1991) . Finite-state control can also be eliminated from EPDA, obtaining a new definition that considers a EPDA as a tuple (V T ; V S ; ; $ 0 ; $ f ) where V T is a finite set of terminal symbols, V S is a finite set of stack symbols, $ 0 2 V S is the initial stack symbol, $ f 2 V S is the final stack symbol and is a finite set of six types of transition:
SWAP: Transitions of the form C a 7 ?! F that replace the top element of the top stack while scanning a. The application of such a transition on a stack B returns the stack C.
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PUSH:
Transitions of the form C a 7 ?! C F that push F onto C. 
Compiling TAG into EPDA
We consider each elementary tree of a TAG as formed by a set of context-free productions P( ): a node N and its g children N 1 : : : N g are represented by a production N ! N 1 : : : N g . The elements of the productions are the nodes of the tree, except for the case of elements belonging to V T f"g in the right-hand side of production. Those elements may have no children and can not be adjoined, so we identify such nodes labeled by a terminal with that terminal. We use 2 adj(N ) to denote that a tree may be adjoined at node N . If adjunction is not mandatory at N , then nil 2 adj(N ). We consider the additional productions > ! R , > ! R and F ! ? for each initial tree 2 I and each auxiliary tree 2 A, where R is the root node of and R and F are the root node and foot node of , respectively. After disabling > and ? as adjunction nodes the generative capability of the grammar remains intact. . To avoid confusion, we store r;s instead of r r;s to indicate that an adjunction was started at node N r;s+1 . A symbol can be seen as a symbol r
waiting an adjunction to be completed.
EPDA and Left-oriented Linear Indexed Automata
Left-oriented Linear Indexed Automata (L-LIA) is a class of automata defined by Nederhof (1999) that can be used to implement parsing strategies for TAG in which adjunctions are recognized in a top-down way. Given a EPDA, the equivalent L-LIA is obtained by means of a simple change in the notations: if we consider the top element of a stack as a stack symbol, and the rest of the stack as the indices list associated to them, we obtain the correspondence shown in figure 3 . This change in notation is also useful to show that EPDA accept exactly the class of tree adjoining languages. That tree adjoining languages are accepted by EPDA is shown by the compilation schema defined previously. To prove that the languages accepted by EPDA are tree adjoined languages, we exhibit a procedure that, given an EPDA A = (V T ; V S ; ; $ 0 ; $ f ), builds a linear indexed grammar (Gazdar, 1987) G = (V T ; V N ; V I ; S; P) that recognizes the language accepted by A. For each E 2 V S , a production hE; Ei ] ! is created.
The axiom of the grammar is S = h$ 0 ; $ f i. Applying induction in the length of derivations, we can prove that hC; Ei ] ) w if and only if ( C; w)` ( E; ).
Tabulation
The direct execution of EPDA may be exponential with respect to the length of the input string and may even loop. To get polynomial complexity, we must avoid duplicating computations by tabulating traces of configurations called items. The amount of information to keep in an item is the crucial point to determine to get efficient executions. The tabulation of EPDA using PUSH and POP transitions without restrictions seems to be difficult. By studying the compilation schema of figure 1, r;s r f;0 7 ?! r f;0 ; N r;s+1 such that N f;0 = F and 2 adj(N r;s+1 ).
In this section, we consider the tabulation of a subset of EPDA consisting of transitions SWAP, WRAP-A, WRAP-B, UNWRAP, WRAP-B+PUSH and WRAP-B+POP. In order to define items and attending to the form of the transitions, we classify derivations of EPDA into the following types:
Call derivations. Correspond to the propagation of a stack by means of WRAP-B, WRAP-B+PUSH and WRAP-B+POP transitions:
( A; a h+1 : : : a n ) ( A 1 XB; a i+1 : : : a n ) ( A 1 XC; a j+1 : : : a n )
where A; B; C; X 2 V S , 2 V S and ; 1 2 ( V S ) . The two occurrences of denote the same stack in the sense that is neither consulted nor modified through the derivation. These derivations are independent of and , so they can be represented by items A; h j B; i; X; C; j; X j ?; ?; ?; ?]
Return derivations. Correspond to the bottom-up propagation of unitary stack by means of UNWRAP transitions:
( A; a h+1 : : : a n ) ( A 1 XB; a i+1 : : : a n ) ( A 1 B 2 D; a p+1 : : : a n ) ( A 1 B 2 E; a q+1 : : : a n ) ( A 1 C; a j+1 : : : a n )
where A; B; C; D; E; X 2 V S , 2 V S , ; 1 ; 2 2 ( V S ) and is passed unaffected through derivation. These derivations are independent of but not with respect to the subderivation ( D; a p+1 : : : a n )` ( E; a q+1 : : : a n ), so they are be represented in compact form by items A; h j B; i; X; C; j; ? j D; p; E; q]
Special point derivations. When X = we have a particular case of previous derivations: ( B; a i+1 : : : a n )` ( C; a j+1 : : : a n )
where B; C 2 V S , and 2 ( V S ) . These derivations can be represented by items ?; ? j B; i; ?; C; j; ? j ?; ?; ?; ?]
To combine items, we use the set of inference rules shown in figures 4 and 5. Each rule is of the form 1 ;:::; k 0 trans, meaning that if all antecedents i are tabulated items and there exist the transitions trans, then the consequent item 0 should be created. In order to simplify the inference rules, but without loss of generality, we have considered that scanning is only performed by SWAP transitions. The computation starts with the initial item ?; ? j $ 0 ; 0; ?; $ 0 ; 0; ? j ?; ?; ?; ?]. An input string a 1 : : : a n has been recognized if the final item ?; ? j $ 0 ; 0; ?; $ f ; n; ? j ?; ?; ?; ?] is present. It can be proved that handling items with the inference rules is equivalent to applying the transitions on the whole stacks. To illustrate the relation between EPDA and L-LIA, figures 4 and 5 show the transitions of both models of automata that must be considered to apply a given inference rule. Therefore, the proposed tabulated technique can be also applied to L-LIA working with transitions SWAP, WRAP-A, WRAP-B, UNWRAP, WRAP-B+PUSH and WRAP-B+POP.
Conclusion
Embedded Push-Down Automata have been redefined: finite-state control has been eliminated and several kinds of transition have been defined. We have also shown that the new definition preserves the equivalence with tree adjoining languages and that tabulation techniques are possible to execute these automata in polynomial time with respect to the length of the input string. 
